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Agenda

1. Study results „No Limits to Exploitation“

2. Oxfam‘s „Supermarket-Check“

3. Demands for strong due diligence regulations in Germany 

and the EU

• Purchasing practices in the LkSG
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No Limits to Exploitation:

Results

➢ Migrant workers form the backbone of many food supply

chains while especially facing rights violations
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Low wages
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Especially prone to rights violations: 
Women, migrants, trade unionists
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Supply chain links to German 

Supermarkets
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No Limits to Exploitation:

Results

➢ Migrant workers form the backbone of many food supply

chains while especially facing rights violations

➢ Low wages, discrimination, gender based violence, restriction of trade 

unions

➢ Supply chain links to all large German 

supermarkets

➢ Insufficient prevention and remedy, 

especially because of price pressure

➢ Large profits based on exploitation of

migrant workers

➢ Need for binding regulations
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Oxfam‘s „Supermarket-Check“
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Oxfam‘s „Supermarket-Check“
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Demands for strong regulations

In Germany: Lieferkettensorgfaltspflichtengesetz (LkSG)

In the EU: Proposal by the European Commission
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Demands for strong regulations:

LkSG vs. EU Commission proposal

Due Diligence 

for companies
Public 

sanctions
Civil

liability

First time mandatory

regulation

Implementation: 

strong wording – but 

lacking capacities!

Not included in LkSG

„stepwise“ due 

diligence

Environment 

insufficient

Not enough

companies covered
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Demands for strong regulations:

LkSG vs. EU Commission proposal

Due Diligence 

for companies
Public 

sanctions
Civil

liability

First time mandatory

regulation
Implementation by 

member states

Included
(release from liability too

easy)

„established business

relationships“

Too much emphasis on 

„contractual clauses“

Not enough companies

covered; more than LkSG
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Purchasing practices in LkSG:

The need for high sourcing prices!

What does the LkSG say?

- LkSG asks companies to take effective measures “to prevent, end or minimize the extent of human 

rights-related […] obligations if the enterprise has caused or contributed to these risks or violations 

within the supply chain” (§4, Abs 2)

- Appropriate prevention measures include: "the development and implementation of appropriate 

procurement strategies and purchasing practices that prevent or minimize identified risks". (§6 para. 

3, 2).
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Purchasing practices in LkSG:

The need for high sourcing prices!

What does the LkSG say?

- LkSG asks companies to take effective measures “to prevent, end or minimize the extent of human 

rights-related […] obligations if the enterprise has caused or contributed to these risks or violations 

within the supply chain” (§4, Abs 2)

- Appropriate prevention measures include: "the development and implementation of appropriate 

procurement strategies and purchasing practices that prevent or minimize identified risks". (§6 para. 

3, 2).

Why does this include sourcing prices?

- Squeezing prices has serious impact on workers in global supply chains
- Contributes to low wages and incomes, which lead to excessive overtime and are the root causes for child 

labour

- Hampers right to collective bargaining

Hence: No company can claim to be acting in accordance with the law if it simply passes 

on these costs to its suppliers.



Thank you for
your attention


